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August Wilson and the Anti-spectacle of Blackness 

and Disability in Fences and Two Trains Running

Stacie McCormick

Although disabled characters appear across August Wilson’s dramas, the 
subject of disability in his work remains under-examined in the critical 

discourse. Even as path-making analyses have offered openings into considering 
this subject in Wilson’s oeuvre more broadly, there exists a limit because most of 
these investigations consider Wilson’s disabled characters as metaphors for various 
themes in the narratives or facilitators of growth for other characters.1 Few of these 
studies have treated the individuals themselves or how their disability informs an 
analysis of their roles in the dramas.2 Moreover, Wilson’s own theorizing of his 
disabled characters raises more questions than it answers which, too, exposes a 
need for further interrogation. 

To describe his characters, who are disabled in some form, Wilson coined the 
term, “spectacle characters.” This descriptor refers to characters such as Sylvester 
of Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, Gabriel of Fences, Hambone of Two Trains Running, 
Hedley of Seven Guitars, and Stool Pigeon of King Hedley II.  In a 1991 conversation 
with Sandra Shannon regarding Hambone and Gabriel in particular, Wilson 
expounds, “They are both mentally deficient. One has a war wound, which I think 
is most important. They [critics] make me mad when I read the reviews and they 
would refer to Gabriel as an idiot or some other kind of description without making 
reference to the fact that this man has suffered this wound fighting for a country 
in which his brother could not play baseball” (143).  Wilson’s words indicate a 

1   My work builds on the foundational scholarship of Sandra Shannon and Harry Elam, who have 
offered valuable insight into how we read Wilson’s disabled characters. Shannon gives greater 
specificity for how Wilson their roles arguing, “For Wilson, such characters become forceful 
metaphors; their significance to the play may be measured in terms of the multiple and profound 
interpretations they make possible” (Dramatic Vision 185).  Additionally, Harry Elam notes 
the significance of Wilson’s use of disabled characters as representations of a “connection to a 
powerful, transgressive spirituality, to a lost African consciousness and to a legacy of black social 
activism” (58). Shannon’s and Elam’s assessment do a great deal to advance knowledge on how we 
understand these characters and August Wilson’s steadfast commitment to presenting this subject 
on the African American stage. However, I want o relocate critical analysis of these characters away 
from their functionality in relation to other characters or to them being symbolic of overarching 
themes and onto how they express the lived experience of being black and disabled. 

2   Mitchell and Snyder identify the problem of reducing disabled characters in literature to their 
“metaphorical materiality.” In such instances, these analyses rarely take up disability as an 
experience of social or political dimensions, keeping it instead at the level of the symbolic or 
metaphorical (48). 
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desire to address the way disability is often stigmatized; however, in his rejection of 
this stigma, he reproduces problematic rhetoric about disability by framing these 
disabled characters as somehow “deficient.” He develops this definition across 
time by adding further nuance to the term. For instance, in a 1997 interview with 
Bonnie Lyons, Wilson elaborates that he takes his cue from Aristotle who used the 
term spectacle in Poetics while enumerating the elements of a tragedy. He states 
that these characters are “fully integrated into the other characters’ lives, but they 
are a spectacle for the audience” (213).  That Wilson ties disability together with 
spectacle is notable. He acknowledges that his audiences (mostly mainstream, 
middle-class, Broadway audiences) would likely witness his disabled characters 
through a normative gaze that renders them spectacular and unusual. This, he feels, 
stands in distinction to their reception in the largely all-Black worlds of the dramas 
where disabled subjects are more enmeshed in their communities. However, it 
must be noted that their interactions within their respective communities are not 
without tensions of their own. These complexities notwithstanding, Wilson, with 
his depictions of disability, engages in experimentation that challenges audiences 
to see experiences of blackness and disability together rather than separately. Yet, 
key questions remain: How does spectacle operate in Wilson’s dramas and how 
does this notion get transformed when we consider the politics of witnessing 
blackness and disability together? 

I look to Gabriel of Fences and Hambone of Two Trains Running as characters 
through whom the subjects of disability and spectacle are treated most thoroughly 
in Wilson’s work. They occupy unique positions as being under threat of silencing 
and erasure because their presence is troubling to power structures within their 
respective dramas, and, in the case of Gabriel, his character was the subject of a 
production dispute in early performances of Fences where a producer sought to 
remove him from the play altogether. Reactions to these characters are consistent 
with Lennard Davis’s illuminating claim that when held under the normative gaze, 
disability constitutes “a disruption in the visual, auditory, or perceptive field as 
it relates to the power of the gaze. As such, the disruption, the rebellion of the 
visual, must be regulated, rationalized, contained” (53). Davis’s framing cuts across 
sensory fields and allows for a comprehensive understanding of spectacle and 
its relationship to disability. This also makes possible a full consideration of the 
ways performance operates within these contexts because it includes the visual, 
the auditory and the perceptive. Thus, I argue that because of their resistance 
to regulation, rationalization, and containment in the face of their perceived 
disruption of various sensorial fields, Gabriel’s and Hambone’s performances 
constitute antispectacle (a concept I define below) in that they force the characters 
within the texts as well as the audiences viewing the dramas to engage with them 
as subjects rather than individuals to be relegated to the margins of the action. 

Stacie McCormick August Wilson and the Anti-spectacle of Blackness and Disability

Through Gabriel’s performances of howling, dancing, and Hambone’s repetitive 
chanting, both characters articulate a Black radical subjectivity, an act that turns the 
spectacle on itself in that they cannot be merely dismissed as objects of curiosity, 
contempt or marvel, but must be contended with as subjects.3  

DISRUPTING THE SPECTACLE OF BLACKNESS AND DISABILITY 

When placed in conversation, discourses on blackness and disability bring 
into view overlapping theories on the notion of spectacle. Reading these discourses 
together elucidates the force of normative social and scopic regimes converging on 
the Black and disabled body and the impact of denying those regimes their power. 
In addition to Lennard Davis’s aforementioned assertion that disability constitutes 
a disruption to auditory, perceptive, and visual fields, Nicole Fleetwood offers 
something similar in relation to blackness, arguing, “Blackness troubles vision 
in Western discourse. And the troubling affect of blackness becomes heightened 
when located on certain bodies marked as such” (6).4 Both Fleetwood and Davis 
bring forth the consequences that come with occupying a body that can be read 
as threatening to White, heteronormative, and ableist structures. This oppressive 
gaze makes vulnerable those objectified by it and produces a dangerous kind of 
recognition that continually renders Black and disabled subjects as disruptive 
spectacles. 

I am interested, then, in what changes when we center not the looker but the 
subject under the scrutiny of the gaze in the seeing of blackness and disability. 
I turn to Brenda Jo Bruggeman who deploys the term antispectacle to account 
for the communicative impasse that often occurs when audiences witness 
performances by disabled subjects. She explains that whereas rhetoric has tended 
to place responsibility for communicating ideas onto the speaker or performer, 
the performance of a cognitively disabled speaker places greater demands on the 
audience (19). These demands, she argues, are productive because they challenge 

3   The Oxford English Dictionary and The University of Chicago’s Theories of Media Keywords 
inform the definition of “spectacle” that I employ here. http://csmt.uchicago.edu/glossary2004/
spectacle2.htm.  Spectacle is defined as a “person or thing exhibited to, or set before, the public 
gaze as an object either (a) of curiosity or contempt, or (b) of marvel or admiration.

4   I also want to note that the notion of disability’s capacity to disrupt normative ideologies gets 
developed in a number of literary analyses of disability (namely in the work of Rosemarie 
Garland-Thomson and Ato Quayson). In these critical examinations, disruption constitutes 
the impact of the subjectivity of disabled individuals on the norms of the social world. This 
disruption makes possible a critique of normative ideals and ethical transformation on the part of 
the “normate.”
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desire to address the way disability is often stigmatized; however, in his rejection of 
this stigma, he reproduces problematic rhetoric about disability by framing these 
disabled characters as somehow “deficient.” He develops this definition across 
time by adding further nuance to the term. For instance, in a 1997 interview with 
Bonnie Lyons, Wilson elaborates that he takes his cue from Aristotle who used the 
term spectacle in Poetics while enumerating the elements of a tragedy. He states 
that these characters are “fully integrated into the other characters’ lives, but they 
are a spectacle for the audience” (213).  That Wilson ties disability together with 
spectacle is notable. He acknowledges that his audiences (mostly mainstream, 
middle-class, Broadway audiences) would likely witness his disabled characters 
through a normative gaze that renders them spectacular and unusual. This, he feels, 
stands in distinction to their reception in the largely all-Black worlds of the dramas 
where disabled subjects are more enmeshed in their communities. However, it 
must be noted that their interactions within their respective communities are not 
without tensions of their own. These complexities notwithstanding, Wilson, with 
his depictions of disability, engages in experimentation that challenges audiences 
to see experiences of blackness and disability together rather than separately. Yet, 
key questions remain: How does spectacle operate in Wilson’s dramas and how 
does this notion get transformed when we consider the politics of witnessing 
blackness and disability together? 

I look to Gabriel of Fences and Hambone of Two Trains Running as characters 
through whom the subjects of disability and spectacle are treated most thoroughly 
in Wilson’s work. They occupy unique positions as being under threat of silencing 
and erasure because their presence is troubling to power structures within their 
respective dramas, and, in the case of Gabriel, his character was the subject of a 
production dispute in early performances of Fences where a producer sought to 
remove him from the play altogether. Reactions to these characters are consistent 
with Lennard Davis’s illuminating claim that when held under the normative gaze, 
disability constitutes “a disruption in the visual, auditory, or perceptive field as 
it relates to the power of the gaze. As such, the disruption, the rebellion of the 
visual, must be regulated, rationalized, contained” (53). Davis’s framing cuts across 
sensory fields and allows for a comprehensive understanding of spectacle and 
its relationship to disability. This also makes possible a full consideration of the 
ways performance operates within these contexts because it includes the visual, 
the auditory and the perceptive. Thus, I argue that because of their resistance 
to regulation, rationalization, and containment in the face of their perceived 
disruption of various sensorial fields, Gabriel’s and Hambone’s performances 
constitute antispectacle (a concept I define below) in that they force the characters 
within the texts as well as the audiences viewing the dramas to engage with them 
as subjects rather than individuals to be relegated to the margins of the action. 

Stacie McCormick August Wilson and the Anti-spectacle of Blackness and Disability

Through Gabriel’s performances of howling, dancing, and Hambone’s repetitive 
chanting, both characters articulate a Black radical subjectivity, an act that turns the 
spectacle on itself in that they cannot be merely dismissed as objects of curiosity, 
contempt or marvel, but must be contended with as subjects.3  

DISRUPTING THE SPECTACLE OF BLACKNESS AND DISABILITY 

When placed in conversation, discourses on blackness and disability bring 
into view overlapping theories on the notion of spectacle. Reading these discourses 
together elucidates the force of normative social and scopic regimes converging on 
the Black and disabled body and the impact of denying those regimes their power. 
In addition to Lennard Davis’s aforementioned assertion that disability constitutes 
a disruption to auditory, perceptive, and visual fields, Nicole Fleetwood offers 
something similar in relation to blackness, arguing, “Blackness troubles vision 
in Western discourse. And the troubling affect of blackness becomes heightened 
when located on certain bodies marked as such” (6).4 Both Fleetwood and Davis 
bring forth the consequences that come with occupying a body that can be read 
as threatening to White, heteronormative, and ableist structures. This oppressive 
gaze makes vulnerable those objectified by it and produces a dangerous kind of 
recognition that continually renders Black and disabled subjects as disruptive 
spectacles. 

I am interested, then, in what changes when we center not the looker but the 
subject under the scrutiny of the gaze in the seeing of blackness and disability. 
I turn to Brenda Jo Bruggeman who deploys the term antispectacle to account 
for the communicative impasse that often occurs when audiences witness 
performances by disabled subjects. She explains that whereas rhetoric has tended 
to place responsibility for communicating ideas onto the speaker or performer, 
the performance of a cognitively disabled speaker places greater demands on the 
audience (19). These demands, she argues, are productive because they challenge 

3   The Oxford English Dictionary and The University of Chicago’s Theories of Media Keywords 
inform the definition of “spectacle” that I employ here. http://csmt.uchicago.edu/glossary2004/
spectacle2.htm.  Spectacle is defined as a “person or thing exhibited to, or set before, the public 
gaze as an object either (a) of curiosity or contempt, or (b) of marvel or admiration.

4   I also want to note that the notion of disability’s capacity to disrupt normative ideologies gets 
developed in a number of literary analyses of disability (namely in the work of Rosemarie 
Garland-Thomson and Ato Quayson). In these critical examinations, disruption constitutes 
the impact of the subjectivity of disabled individuals on the norms of the social world. This 
disruption makes possible a critique of normative ideals and ethical transformation on the part of 
the “normate.”
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the implicit call for normalcy in rhetoric.5 She asserts that disability can “critique – 
can reinvigorate – and rehabilitate the system of normalcy” (20). I am particularly 
intrigued by how Gabriel and Hambone utilize performance to critique systems 
of normalcy alongside their critiques of pre-determined frameworks of what 
encompasses Black experience. Thus, I read antispectacle in the context of Gabriel 
and Hambone as an enactment of presence that does not conform to the desires or 
expectations of the viewer. I employ the term “viewer” here in two senses. Chiefly, 
the viewer represents the audience witnessing the drama. Secondarily, I consider 
the characters within the play as viewers who represent the societal gaze that fixes 
Gabriel and Hambone in the worlds of the dramas and figures them as objectional 
because of their difference. In asking the viewer to consider the imbrications 
of blackness and disability, Gabriel and Hambone prompt a more complex 
understanding of Black experience and articulate positions that critique not only 
the system of normalcy but also structures of power that seek their removal from 
their respective societies. 

DISTURBING THE PEACE  

Within Fences and Two Trains Running, Wilson constructs a microcosm of the 
hostile societies in which individuals with disabilities often operate. In this way, the 
worlds of the dramas give insight into how audiences, critics, and producers react to 
these characters. My analysis here considers how Gabriel and Hambone experience 
societal rejection both within the dramas and in the critical responses to them as 
characters within the dramas. Because of their cognitive and linguistic disabilities, 
Gabriel and Hambone are often positioned as outsiders within their communities 
with other characters showing little regard for their perspectives. Ironically, their 
endeavors to express their viewpoints make them targets of other power brokers 
within their respective dramas. Each character faces the threat of silencing and/
or removal from the community as a result. Michael Rembis argues, “Throughout 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the increasing pathologization and 
psychiatrization of aberrant behavior, the utter (though often unspoken) disregard 
for disabled or mad bodies and the stigma associated with madness led directly to the 
disappearing of a ‘dispensable’ and ‘defective’ population and the social problems 
it represented” (143).  For Black populations, the stigmatization of disability posed 
(and continues to pose) a very real and present danger. Michelle Jarman explains 
that nineteenth-century theories of race and disability united to “naturalize the 
continued oppression of African Americans” and that these overt practices have 

5   For further discussion on disability rhetorics, see Paul Heilker and Melanie Yergeau’s “Autism and 
Rhetoric,” Jay Dolmage’s Disability Rhetoric, and James C. Wilson and Cynthia Lewiecki-Wilson’s 
collection Embodied Rhetorics: Disability in Language and Culture. 

Stacie McCormick

only recently ended (“Coming Up from Underground” 17-18). She also informs 
that Black subjects often faced “eugenic solutions” to disability of either death 
or incarceration (Jarman, “Dismembering the Lynch Mob” 104). While Rembis 
raises the practices of “disappearing” disabled populations who exhibit “aberrant” 
behaviors, Jarman points to the implications of this disappearing for Black subjects 
in that it further entrenches them into structures designed to contain and oppress 
Black populations. With Gabriel we see the merging of blackness, disability, and 
criminality in how he becomes targeted by the carceral state. Conversely, Hambone 
experiences a similar “disappearing” in the efforts to silence and marginalize 
him within the community. The policing agents within each drama label them 
as disturbers of the peace, a charge that has implications for Black and disabled 
subjects because it was often used as a means to remove them from society.6 

Before performing an analysis of the rhetoric of “disturbing the peace” in 
application to Gabriel and Hambone, I want to offer an overview that speaks 
to these characters’ centrality to their respective dramas. Doing so amplifies the 
pervasive dismissals they experience by those within the dramas as well as those 
engaging with the dramas beyond the page (i.e., audiences, critics, producers).  At 
first glance, the plot lines of Fences and Two Trains Running seemingly minimize 
Gabriel’s and Hambone’s presence respectively. They often translate as local color 
characters – spectacles in the traditional sense of the word – meant to provide 
a moment of humor or reprieve from the central action taking place on stage. 
As a result, the tendency in critical reviews has been to dismiss their significance. 
Within their narratives, we see a parallel struggle for recognition that informs how 
audiences have responded to them. In the analysis that follows this overview, I 
consider their refusals of erasure as acts that set the stage (if you will) for expressive 
acts that articulate their subjectivities and critique the very structures seeking to 
silence them. 

Set in the 1950s, Fences largely depicts the struggle between a father (Troy 
Maxson) and son (Cory) over Cory’s dreams to go to college on a football 
scholarship. Negotiating life after incarceration and failed dreams of playing 
professional baseball, Troy labors as a sanitation worker by day and spends his 
evenings constructing a fence around his home at the request of his wife Rose, whom 
he ultimately betrays by fathering a child through an affair. Troy’s brother, Gabriel, 
is cognitively disabled as a result of head trauma from his military service in World 
War II. He often appears in the drama seemingly as comic relief or a character who 
embodies the moral center in which the play grounds itself. Conversely, he is often 

6   See Michael Rembis’s “The New Asylums: Madness and Mass Incarceration in the Neoliberal Era” 
and Nirmala Erevelles’s “Crippin’ Jim Crow: Disability, Dis-Location, and the School-to-Prison 
Pipeline.” 

August Wilson and the Anti-spectacle of Blackness and Disability
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the implicit call for normalcy in rhetoric.5 She asserts that disability can “critique – 
can reinvigorate – and rehabilitate the system of normalcy” (20). I am particularly 
intrigued by how Gabriel and Hambone utilize performance to critique systems 
of normalcy alongside their critiques of pre-determined frameworks of what 
encompasses Black experience. Thus, I read antispectacle in the context of Gabriel 
and Hambone as an enactment of presence that does not conform to the desires or 
expectations of the viewer. I employ the term “viewer” here in two senses. Chiefly, 
the viewer represents the audience witnessing the drama. Secondarily, I consider 
the characters within the play as viewers who represent the societal gaze that fixes 
Gabriel and Hambone in the worlds of the dramas and figures them as objectional 
because of their difference. In asking the viewer to consider the imbrications 
of blackness and disability, Gabriel and Hambone prompt a more complex 
understanding of Black experience and articulate positions that critique not only 
the system of normalcy but also structures of power that seek their removal from 
their respective societies. 

DISTURBING THE PEACE  

Within Fences and Two Trains Running, Wilson constructs a microcosm of the 
hostile societies in which individuals with disabilities often operate. In this way, the 
worlds of the dramas give insight into how audiences, critics, and producers react to 
these characters. My analysis here considers how Gabriel and Hambone experience 
societal rejection both within the dramas and in the critical responses to them as 
characters within the dramas. Because of their cognitive and linguistic disabilities, 
Gabriel and Hambone are often positioned as outsiders within their communities 
with other characters showing little regard for their perspectives. Ironically, their 
endeavors to express their viewpoints make them targets of other power brokers 
within their respective dramas. Each character faces the threat of silencing and/
or removal from the community as a result. Michael Rembis argues, “Throughout 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the increasing pathologization and 
psychiatrization of aberrant behavior, the utter (though often unspoken) disregard 
for disabled or mad bodies and the stigma associated with madness led directly to the 
disappearing of a ‘dispensable’ and ‘defective’ population and the social problems 
it represented” (143).  For Black populations, the stigmatization of disability posed 
(and continues to pose) a very real and present danger. Michelle Jarman explains 
that nineteenth-century theories of race and disability united to “naturalize the 
continued oppression of African Americans” and that these overt practices have 

5   For further discussion on disability rhetorics, see Paul Heilker and Melanie Yergeau’s “Autism and 
Rhetoric,” Jay Dolmage’s Disability Rhetoric, and James C. Wilson and Cynthia Lewiecki-Wilson’s 
collection Embodied Rhetorics: Disability in Language and Culture. 

Stacie McCormick

only recently ended (“Coming Up from Underground” 17-18). She also informs 
that Black subjects often faced “eugenic solutions” to disability of either death 
or incarceration (Jarman, “Dismembering the Lynch Mob” 104). While Rembis 
raises the practices of “disappearing” disabled populations who exhibit “aberrant” 
behaviors, Jarman points to the implications of this disappearing for Black subjects 
in that it further entrenches them into structures designed to contain and oppress 
Black populations. With Gabriel we see the merging of blackness, disability, and 
criminality in how he becomes targeted by the carceral state. Conversely, Hambone 
experiences a similar “disappearing” in the efforts to silence and marginalize 
him within the community. The policing agents within each drama label them 
as disturbers of the peace, a charge that has implications for Black and disabled 
subjects because it was often used as a means to remove them from society.6 

Before performing an analysis of the rhetoric of “disturbing the peace” in 
application to Gabriel and Hambone, I want to offer an overview that speaks 
to these characters’ centrality to their respective dramas. Doing so amplifies the 
pervasive dismissals they experience by those within the dramas as well as those 
engaging with the dramas beyond the page (i.e., audiences, critics, producers).  At 
first glance, the plot lines of Fences and Two Trains Running seemingly minimize 
Gabriel’s and Hambone’s presence respectively. They often translate as local color 
characters – spectacles in the traditional sense of the word – meant to provide 
a moment of humor or reprieve from the central action taking place on stage. 
As a result, the tendency in critical reviews has been to dismiss their significance. 
Within their narratives, we see a parallel struggle for recognition that informs how 
audiences have responded to them. In the analysis that follows this overview, I 
consider their refusals of erasure as acts that set the stage (if you will) for expressive 
acts that articulate their subjectivities and critique the very structures seeking to 
silence them. 

Set in the 1950s, Fences largely depicts the struggle between a father (Troy 
Maxson) and son (Cory) over Cory’s dreams to go to college on a football 
scholarship. Negotiating life after incarceration and failed dreams of playing 
professional baseball, Troy labors as a sanitation worker by day and spends his 
evenings constructing a fence around his home at the request of his wife Rose, whom 
he ultimately betrays by fathering a child through an affair. Troy’s brother, Gabriel, 
is cognitively disabled as a result of head trauma from his military service in World 
War II. He often appears in the drama seemingly as comic relief or a character who 
embodies the moral center in which the play grounds itself. Conversely, he is often 

6   See Michael Rembis’s “The New Asylums: Madness and Mass Incarceration in the Neoliberal Era” 
and Nirmala Erevelles’s “Crippin’ Jim Crow: Disability, Dis-Location, and the School-to-Prison 
Pipeline.” 

August Wilson and the Anti-spectacle of Blackness and Disability
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arrested for “disturbing the peace,” generally at points where he responds in kind 
to public mistreatment. Gabriel endeavors to be self-sufficient by selling discarded 
fruit, although the profitability of the venture is unclear. He also rents two rooms 
as a way to show that he can provide for himself. Ultimately, Troy, who can’t read, 
signs papers committing him to a mental institution. Yet, it is Gabriel who ends the 
play, a move that has historically confounded audiences. In giving Gabriel the “last 
word,” Wilson features Gabriel’s voice prominently alongside Troy’s by allowing 
him to present the conclusion of the story in his own way – from a distinct vantage 
point and register. 

Similar to Gabriel, Hambone occupies an unexpectedly significant position 
in Two Trains Running. The play features an ensemble cast who each navigate the 
politically charged terrain of 1969, the year following Martin Luther King Jr.’s 
assassination. Although he isn’t figured as a central character, it is Hambone, a 
cognitively impaired man, who is a crossroads figure on which the narrative 
pivots. The source of Hambone’s impairment is ambiguous, but it is clear that his 
condition has worsened as a result of what he perceives as unjust treatment at the 
hands of Lutz, a white butcher. Nine years before the start of the play, Lutz hired 
Hambone to paint his fence and explained that his payment would be a chicken. 
However, if he did a good job, then he would be paid a ham. Lutz decided that 
Hambone’s work only merited a chicken to which Hambone vehemently disagreed, 
so much so that the only phrases he now utters are: “I want my ham” and “He 
gonna give me my ham.” The injustice that Hambone works to articulate intersects 
with the various struggles of other characters in this ensemble.  Memphis, owner 
of a restaurant that is a key gathering place in the community, is fighting for a fair 
price to sell his business and to right a wrong experienced in Mississippi where he 
was denied land that belonged to him. Sterling, formerly incarcerated, is seeking 
work and an opportunity to provide for himself without having to turn to crime. 
Risa, a waitress in Memphis’s restaurant, is seeking stability where she is free of 
sexual oppression. She has deliberately scarred her legs to prevent male advances. 
It is Hambone’s death at the end of the play that marks a turning point for these 
central characters for better or for worse. 

To return to Wilson’s point on the disabled characters in his dramas, he sees 
them as fully integrated into the worlds of the dramas. Yet, a closer reading of 
Gabriel’s and Hambone’s experiences suggests otherwise. Gabriel’s and Hambone’s 
disabilities become progressively pathologized to the extent that it results in them 
being disappeared from their respective societies. This troubling progression 
moves from them being viewed as subtle “disturbances” to being seen as threats 
to be removed. In Fences, the community makes a marked transition from viewing 
Gabriel with sympathy (as a harmless person wounded by war) to treating him 
as a nuisance, who poses a danger to others. As this transition occurs, he is often 

Stacie McCormick

framed as bothersome, intruding, and a problem to be solved. Early in the play, 
Gabriel’s presence and slight intrusions provide comedic relief. Entering scenes in 
dramatic fashion with an old trumpet in hand, Gabriel expresses the belief that he 
is the Archangel Gabriel and he is adamant that he must chase hellhounds away. He 
also interrupts one of the most crucial moments in the play where Troy confesses 
to Rose that he has fathered a child out of wedlock. These moments, however, are 
relatively benign considering the hostile world Gabriel faces beyond the Maxson 
yard. 

It is within Gabriel’s interactions with the criminal justice system that 
we can see pervasive efforts to remove him from view via incarceration and 
institutionalization – an effort he notably resists. As stated early, Gabriel is 
frequently arrested for disturbing the peace reminding us of the ways disabled 
subjects are stigmatized because they are seen as a disturbance to normative, visual, 
auditory, and perceptive fields.7  As such, efforts to police him are symbolic of how 
he is received in the society. In one instance, Troy has to bail Gabriel out of jail 
because he is accused of howling at children who were teasing him (Fences 65).  
For this, Troy has to pay $50 to keep Gabriel from being recommitted to a mental 
institution. Troy identifies with Gabriel’s plight because he was incarcerated at one 
time as well, so he works to keep him free and integrated into the society. Troy 
explains to Rose, “Don’t nobody wanna be locked up, Rose. What you wanna lock 
him up for? Man go over there and fight the war . . . messin around with them Japs, 
get half his head blown off . . .” (Fences 28). Troy calls up all the ways that Gabriel 
has been exploited by systems of power from the military to the prison industrial 
complex (and eventually the mental institution) that preys upon him.

Gabriel’s cognitive disability and his targeting by the police open him up to 
various forms of exploitation, primarily economic. As a Black man in the 1950s 
setting of the play, Gabriel is also vulnerable to exploitation because of Jim Crow era 
politics that limited his civil rights. Hence, it is through Gabriel and his intersecting 
experiences of oppression that Wilson connects disability discrimination and racial 
discrimination in compelling ways. Nirmala Erevelles examines contemporary 
issues of mass incarceration and how it exploits Black and disabled individuals 
in particular because “incarcerated bodies become profitable commodities in the 
neoliberal prison industrial complex of late capitalism” (“Crippin’ Jim Crow” 6).  
Because of his multiple arrests, Gabriel’s freedom is constantly negotiated, and 
Troy frequently produces funds to keep him out of jail. As such, Gabriel becomes 
a commodity upon which the criminal justice system can profit. In one instance 

7   Dennis Tyler’s “Jim Crow’s Disabilities” deepens Lennard Davis’s claim of disability as constituting 
a disruption to normativity with an analysis of how blackness compounds this. Tyler asserts, “The 
law’s proclivity to disable functioned as another way to discipline and control black bodies that it 
deemed defiant and unruly” (186). 
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arrested for “disturbing the peace,” generally at points where he responds in kind 
to public mistreatment. Gabriel endeavors to be self-sufficient by selling discarded 
fruit, although the profitability of the venture is unclear. He also rents two rooms 
as a way to show that he can provide for himself. Ultimately, Troy, who can’t read, 
signs papers committing him to a mental institution. Yet, it is Gabriel who ends the 
play, a move that has historically confounded audiences. In giving Gabriel the “last 
word,” Wilson features Gabriel’s voice prominently alongside Troy’s by allowing 
him to present the conclusion of the story in his own way – from a distinct vantage 
point and register. 

Similar to Gabriel, Hambone occupies an unexpectedly significant position 
in Two Trains Running. The play features an ensemble cast who each navigate the 
politically charged terrain of 1969, the year following Martin Luther King Jr.’s 
assassination. Although he isn’t figured as a central character, it is Hambone, a 
cognitively impaired man, who is a crossroads figure on which the narrative 
pivots. The source of Hambone’s impairment is ambiguous, but it is clear that his 
condition has worsened as a result of what he perceives as unjust treatment at the 
hands of Lutz, a white butcher. Nine years before the start of the play, Lutz hired 
Hambone to paint his fence and explained that his payment would be a chicken. 
However, if he did a good job, then he would be paid a ham. Lutz decided that 
Hambone’s work only merited a chicken to which Hambone vehemently disagreed, 
so much so that the only phrases he now utters are: “I want my ham” and “He 
gonna give me my ham.” The injustice that Hambone works to articulate intersects 
with the various struggles of other characters in this ensemble.  Memphis, owner 
of a restaurant that is a key gathering place in the community, is fighting for a fair 
price to sell his business and to right a wrong experienced in Mississippi where he 
was denied land that belonged to him. Sterling, formerly incarcerated, is seeking 
work and an opportunity to provide for himself without having to turn to crime. 
Risa, a waitress in Memphis’s restaurant, is seeking stability where she is free of 
sexual oppression. She has deliberately scarred her legs to prevent male advances. 
It is Hambone’s death at the end of the play that marks a turning point for these 
central characters for better or for worse. 

To return to Wilson’s point on the disabled characters in his dramas, he sees 
them as fully integrated into the worlds of the dramas. Yet, a closer reading of 
Gabriel’s and Hambone’s experiences suggests otherwise. Gabriel’s and Hambone’s 
disabilities become progressively pathologized to the extent that it results in them 
being disappeared from their respective societies. This troubling progression 
moves from them being viewed as subtle “disturbances” to being seen as threats 
to be removed. In Fences, the community makes a marked transition from viewing 
Gabriel with sympathy (as a harmless person wounded by war) to treating him 
as a nuisance, who poses a danger to others. As this transition occurs, he is often 

Stacie McCormick

framed as bothersome, intruding, and a problem to be solved. Early in the play, 
Gabriel’s presence and slight intrusions provide comedic relief. Entering scenes in 
dramatic fashion with an old trumpet in hand, Gabriel expresses the belief that he 
is the Archangel Gabriel and he is adamant that he must chase hellhounds away. He 
also interrupts one of the most crucial moments in the play where Troy confesses 
to Rose that he has fathered a child out of wedlock. These moments, however, are 
relatively benign considering the hostile world Gabriel faces beyond the Maxson 
yard. 

It is within Gabriel’s interactions with the criminal justice system that 
we can see pervasive efforts to remove him from view via incarceration and 
institutionalization – an effort he notably resists. As stated early, Gabriel is 
frequently arrested for disturbing the peace reminding us of the ways disabled 
subjects are stigmatized because they are seen as a disturbance to normative, visual, 
auditory, and perceptive fields.7  As such, efforts to police him are symbolic of how 
he is received in the society. In one instance, Troy has to bail Gabriel out of jail 
because he is accused of howling at children who were teasing him (Fences 65).  
For this, Troy has to pay $50 to keep Gabriel from being recommitted to a mental 
institution. Troy identifies with Gabriel’s plight because he was incarcerated at one 
time as well, so he works to keep him free and integrated into the society. Troy 
explains to Rose, “Don’t nobody wanna be locked up, Rose. What you wanna lock 
him up for? Man go over there and fight the war . . . messin around with them Japs, 
get half his head blown off . . .” (Fences 28). Troy calls up all the ways that Gabriel 
has been exploited by systems of power from the military to the prison industrial 
complex (and eventually the mental institution) that preys upon him.

Gabriel’s cognitive disability and his targeting by the police open him up to 
various forms of exploitation, primarily economic. As a Black man in the 1950s 
setting of the play, Gabriel is also vulnerable to exploitation because of Jim Crow era 
politics that limited his civil rights. Hence, it is through Gabriel and his intersecting 
experiences of oppression that Wilson connects disability discrimination and racial 
discrimination in compelling ways. Nirmala Erevelles examines contemporary 
issues of mass incarceration and how it exploits Black and disabled individuals 
in particular because “incarcerated bodies become profitable commodities in the 
neoliberal prison industrial complex of late capitalism” (“Crippin’ Jim Crow” 6).  
Because of his multiple arrests, Gabriel’s freedom is constantly negotiated, and 
Troy frequently produces funds to keep him out of jail. As such, Gabriel becomes 
a commodity upon which the criminal justice system can profit. In one instance 

7   Dennis Tyler’s “Jim Crow’s Disabilities” deepens Lennard Davis’s claim of disability as constituting 
a disruption to normativity with an analysis of how blackness compounds this. Tyler asserts, “The 
law’s proclivity to disable functioned as another way to discipline and control black bodies that it 
deemed defiant and unruly” (186). 
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where Troy has to produce bail for Gabriel, he explains that the judge “stuck out 
his big greasy palm and told me to give him fifty dollars to take him [Gabriel] on 
home” (65). Gabriel’s experience reveals how the state uses his disability as a means 
to exploit him economically. He progressively becomes commoditized throughout 
the narrative. 

Gabriel perceives the means that the state uses to exploit and profit from 
marginalizing him on the basis of his disability and seeks to overturn that strategy 
by attaining some degree of independence. Rather than entangle the funds he 
receives from his military service with Troy’s finances by living in his home, he rents 
two rooms at Miss Pearl’s in an attempt to establish a sense of place and protection. 
He proclaims, “Got me two rooms. In the basement. Got my own door too. Wanna 
see my key? (He holds up a key.) That’s my own key! Ain’t nobody else got a key like 
that. That’s my key! My two rooms! (Fences 25).  For Gabriel, the key constitutes 
a sense of ownership of the rooms and, by extension, of himself. He transforms 
a symbolic object of his oppression into a representation of self-possession and 
agency. Being able to lock and unlock his door when he desires, holds tremendous 
power for him in that it defies class expectations for disabled people.8  This is why 
his fate resonates as so devastating. He is ultimately committed to the mental 
institution by Troy, who is unaware that he is giving consent to institutionalize 
Gabriel. Rose explains to Troy that the papers say “the government send part of his 
check to the hospital and the other part to you” (Fences 74). This moment exposes 
how Gabriel’s existence is bound up in a number of complex financial dynamics. 
As a result of his injury, Gabriel is compensated with a $3,000 payment that Troy 
manages on his behalf. These funds also finance Troy’s purchasing of a home with 
Troy declaring resentfully that had it not been for this money he “wouldn’t have 
a pot to piss in or a window to throw it out of” (Fences 28). In a convoluted way, 
Gabriel’s victimization at the hands of the state makes way for Troy’s economic 
progress. When Troy signs the papers that institutionalize Gabriel, the hospital 
receives payment from the federal government that they split with Troy. Although 
Troy is an unwitting participant in this capitalist exchange, he too is complicit in 
the social removal of his brother. 

Gabriel’s narrative sits at the heart of the larger critique of institutionalization 
that August Wilson explores in the play. Undeniably, he is ultimately confined 
because he is a Black and disabled man, a fact that makes him vulnerable to the  
 

8   This moment is contextualized by Allison Carey’s explanation: “The deprivation of rights 
contributes to the broader lack of control that people with intellectual disabilities exercise over 
their lives.” (3). She notes that Pennsylvania data from 2003-2004 found that only 31 percent of 
individuals with intellectual disabilities had a key or way to independently enter their residence 
(3).  

Stacie McCormick

exploitation and removal he has experienced throughout the drama. Inevitably, all 
of the Maxsons become bound up in some form of an institution. Alan Nadel, in 
his reading of Fences, notes the many levels of subjection in the play: 

By the end of the play – providing a virtual survey of the institutionalized 
power critiqued by Michel Foucault – all the Maxsons are disciplined. [. . 
.] With Gabriel in the mental hospital, Cory in the armed services, Lyons 
in prison (we could conceivably add Rose’s recent involvement with the 
church), they only find this moment of relief within the boundary of the 

fence that Troy built. (94)

Arguably, Gabriel’s dance at the end of the play is an expression of this humanizing 
moment on the Maxson property where they are all protected by Troy’s fence. It 
must be noted, however, that it is ambiguous whether or not he will be released 
from the mental hospital for good. Rose tells Cory that she has spoken with the 
administrators regarding releasing him, but has no answer. Although Gabriel uses 
his “key” to let the now-deceased Troy into the gates of heaven, it is a mere symbol 
of power that reveals Gabriel’s limitations. His key does not have the power to 
unlock the doors that confine him to the institution. In spite of Gabriel’s attempts 
to resist his own marginalization, his experience demonstrates how Black and 
disabled subjects are often excluded socially and unable to engage in civic life 
without being targeted. 

Hambone, too, experiences an increasing pathologization of his disability 
as he attempts to exercise his rights as a citizen. Early in the narrative, we learn 
that Hambone has been standing outside Lutz’s business each morning for nine 
and a half years asking for his ham, an interaction that the community comes to 
understand as commonplace. However, as the narrative progresses, other characters, 
particularly Memphis, frame him as a nuisance and an unwelcome presence. 
We can think of Hambone as an embodiment of the protest spirit engulfing the 
country in the 1960s setting of the drama. Yet, his disability complicates how those 
around him register his protest. In fact, they ultimately “disappear” him from the 
society by means of social death that eventually transforms into his literal death.  

The most striking examples of the progressive stigmatization of Hambone 
occur in his interactions with Memphis in his restaurant. Although Memphis 
struggles within capitalist structures as a Black business owner, he maintains an 
uneasy relationship with these structures. He often aligns more with them than 
the individuals he serves. He chides Wolf for using the restaurant phone booth 
to conduct transactions for numbers running; he rejects ex-convict Sterling and 
suggests that he won’t last outside of the carceral system; finally, he sees Hambone 
as a disrupter to the success of his business with his constant chanting of “I want 
my ham.” At several moments, Memphis yells at Hambone, “That’s enough of that 
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where Troy has to produce bail for Gabriel, he explains that the judge “stuck out 
his big greasy palm and told me to give him fifty dollars to take him [Gabriel] on 
home” (65). Gabriel’s experience reveals how the state uses his disability as a means 
to exploit him economically. He progressively becomes commoditized throughout 
the narrative. 

Gabriel perceives the means that the state uses to exploit and profit from 
marginalizing him on the basis of his disability and seeks to overturn that strategy 
by attaining some degree of independence. Rather than entangle the funds he 
receives from his military service with Troy’s finances by living in his home, he rents 
two rooms at Miss Pearl’s in an attempt to establish a sense of place and protection. 
He proclaims, “Got me two rooms. In the basement. Got my own door too. Wanna 
see my key? (He holds up a key.) That’s my own key! Ain’t nobody else got a key like 
that. That’s my key! My two rooms! (Fences 25).  For Gabriel, the key constitutes 
a sense of ownership of the rooms and, by extension, of himself. He transforms 
a symbolic object of his oppression into a representation of self-possession and 
agency. Being able to lock and unlock his door when he desires, holds tremendous 
power for him in that it defies class expectations for disabled people.8  This is why 
his fate resonates as so devastating. He is ultimately committed to the mental 
institution by Troy, who is unaware that he is giving consent to institutionalize 
Gabriel. Rose explains to Troy that the papers say “the government send part of his 
check to the hospital and the other part to you” (Fences 74). This moment exposes 
how Gabriel’s existence is bound up in a number of complex financial dynamics. 
As a result of his injury, Gabriel is compensated with a $3,000 payment that Troy 
manages on his behalf. These funds also finance Troy’s purchasing of a home with 
Troy declaring resentfully that had it not been for this money he “wouldn’t have 
a pot to piss in or a window to throw it out of” (Fences 28). In a convoluted way, 
Gabriel’s victimization at the hands of the state makes way for Troy’s economic 
progress. When Troy signs the papers that institutionalize Gabriel, the hospital 
receives payment from the federal government that they split with Troy. Although 
Troy is an unwitting participant in this capitalist exchange, he too is complicit in 
the social removal of his brother. 

Gabriel’s narrative sits at the heart of the larger critique of institutionalization 
that August Wilson explores in the play. Undeniably, he is ultimately confined 
because he is a Black and disabled man, a fact that makes him vulnerable to the  
 

8   This moment is contextualized by Allison Carey’s explanation: “The deprivation of rights 
contributes to the broader lack of control that people with intellectual disabilities exercise over 
their lives.” (3). She notes that Pennsylvania data from 2003-2004 found that only 31 percent of 
individuals with intellectual disabilities had a key or way to independently enter their residence 
(3).  
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exploitation and removal he has experienced throughout the drama. Inevitably, all 
of the Maxsons become bound up in some form of an institution. Alan Nadel, in 
his reading of Fences, notes the many levels of subjection in the play: 

By the end of the play – providing a virtual survey of the institutionalized 
power critiqued by Michel Foucault – all the Maxsons are disciplined. [. . 
.] With Gabriel in the mental hospital, Cory in the armed services, Lyons 
in prison (we could conceivably add Rose’s recent involvement with the 
church), they only find this moment of relief within the boundary of the 

fence that Troy built. (94)

Arguably, Gabriel’s dance at the end of the play is an expression of this humanizing 
moment on the Maxson property where they are all protected by Troy’s fence. It 
must be noted, however, that it is ambiguous whether or not he will be released 
from the mental hospital for good. Rose tells Cory that she has spoken with the 
administrators regarding releasing him, but has no answer. Although Gabriel uses 
his “key” to let the now-deceased Troy into the gates of heaven, it is a mere symbol 
of power that reveals Gabriel’s limitations. His key does not have the power to 
unlock the doors that confine him to the institution. In spite of Gabriel’s attempts 
to resist his own marginalization, his experience demonstrates how Black and 
disabled subjects are often excluded socially and unable to engage in civic life 
without being targeted. 

Hambone, too, experiences an increasing pathologization of his disability 
as he attempts to exercise his rights as a citizen. Early in the narrative, we learn 
that Hambone has been standing outside Lutz’s business each morning for nine 
and a half years asking for his ham, an interaction that the community comes to 
understand as commonplace. However, as the narrative progresses, other characters, 
particularly Memphis, frame him as a nuisance and an unwelcome presence. 
We can think of Hambone as an embodiment of the protest spirit engulfing the 
country in the 1960s setting of the drama. Yet, his disability complicates how those 
around him register his protest. In fact, they ultimately “disappear” him from the 
society by means of social death that eventually transforms into his literal death.  

The most striking examples of the progressive stigmatization of Hambone 
occur in his interactions with Memphis in his restaurant. Although Memphis 
struggles within capitalist structures as a Black business owner, he maintains an 
uneasy relationship with these structures. He often aligns more with them than 
the individuals he serves. He chides Wolf for using the restaurant phone booth 
to conduct transactions for numbers running; he rejects ex-convict Sterling and 
suggests that he won’t last outside of the carceral system; finally, he sees Hambone 
as a disrupter to the success of his business with his constant chanting of “I want 
my ham.” At several moments, Memphis yells at Hambone, “That’s enough of that 
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now!” (23) or demands, “Stop all that hollering!” (65). Hambone’s speech acts are 
a function of his disability for which Memphis has little tolerance. 

The reasons for Memphis’s rejection of Hambone are various and troubling. 
Memphis’s ideological differences with Hambone and his dismissal of Hambone’s 
plight lay bare the reality that disabled individuals often confront social exclusion 
in many contexts. Hambone’s forceful recitation of “I want my ham!” reveals the 
ideological fissures within Black communities regarding new directions in the fight 
for justice in the post-Civil Rights era.  Memphis, pessimistic about the possibility 
of achieving racial equality and social justice, sees Hambone as an agitator that 
he attempts to expel from his business. He says as much in a debate with Sterling 
about the meaning of honoring Malcolm X and promoting an ideology of Black 
power. He asserts, “Ain’t no justice. That’s why they got that statue of her [Statue 
of Liberty] blindfolded. Common sense would tell you if anybody need to see she 
do. There ain’t no justice” (Two Trains 42). In this moment, Hambone interrupts 
the scene and declares, “He gonna give me my ham.” Memphis then tells Risa not 
to serve Hambone because he is tired of hearing the phrase. To this, Risa defends 
Hambone by telling Memphis, “He don’t bother nobody” to which Memphis 
responds, “He bother me” (44).  Hambone’s refusal to accept Memphis’s resigned 
position that there “ain’t no justice” runs counter to Memphis’s worldview, and his 
attempt to remove Hambone from his business symbolizes an intolerance for those 
who challenge his philosophy.  

In his social rejection of Hambone, Memphis inadvertently works alongside 
Lutz to progressively disappear Hambone from occupying any meaningful presence 
in the community. Although he is never incarcerated or institutionalized in the 
drama, he experiences a kind of social death that gets magnified by his eventual 
death in the drama.9 It is through Hambone that Wilson explores the ways legacies 
of slavery bear on the lives of those most vulnerable in the post-slavery era in this 
drama. Nirmala Ervelles and Andrea Minear confirm that these histories inform 
the realities of individuals located perilously at the intersections of gender, race, 
and disability. In effect, they are often rendered “non-citizens and (no) bodies” 
(129).  Hambone’s chanting of “I want my ham,” is a call for recognition of his 
rights as a citizen and his demand to be treated with human dignity by being  
 

9   There are many ways Hambone’s character signifies on histories of slavery. His bartering for 
payment through food harkens back to slavery where the enslaved were given food allowances 
instead of money for their labor. We can also read the legacy of slavery on Hambone’s life via his 
status as what Orlando Patterson refers to as a “genealogical isolate” – the status manufactured by 
slave masters to divorce the enslaved from their familial relations and histories. Upon Hambone’s 
death, Holloway explains, “Hambone ain’t had no people. Most anybody know about him is he 
come from Alabama. Don’t nobody even know his right name” (90).

Stacie McCormick

fairly compensated for his work. Lutz’s ability to refuse Hambone’s requests with 
impunity evinces the lack of recourse to justice for individuals like Hambone. 

Like Gabriel, Hambone (to quote Risa) didn’t “bother nobody,” yet he still 
faces efforts to minimize his presence because he does not conform to normative 
expectations of those in power. Wilson portrays Gabriel and Hambone as relatively 
harmless individuals who are viewed as objectionable by simply inhabiting Black 
and disabled bodies. Although Gabriel endures an actual social removal by being 
institutionalized, Hambone, too has been socially rejected by Lutz’s dismissal of his 
claim to his rightful pay and Memphis’s framing of Hambone as a nuisance who is 
“disturbing the peace” of his restaurant and the larger community – similar to the 
charges often leveled against Gabriel.

 Social rejections of Gabriel and Hambone extend beyond the worlds 
of their respective plays. In the critical reception of each character, we can see a 
pervasive dismissal of their importance, as evidenced with a producer attempting 
to remove Gabriel from Fences altogether and critics questioning Hambone’s 
importance. In a behind-the-scenes conflict between August Wilson, director Lloyd 
Richards, and producer Carole Shorenstein, Shorenstein campaigns for Gabriel’s 
removal – something to which Wilson and Richards objected. Sandra Shannon 
explains, 

[Shorenstein], who had invested some $85,000 to bring the play to New 
York,  urged the complete removal of Troy’s brain-damaged brother, 
Gabriel. In addition to her difficulty understanding his motivation 
and significance in the play she feared that his anticlimactic attempt to 
blow the horn, to engage in a light shuffle, and to utter the final words, 
‘That’s the way that go’ (2.5.101) would offend sophisticated Broadway 
audiences. Her apprehensions were heightened because of evidence that 
the play’s ending had drawn laughter and essentially baffled previous 

audiences. (Fences: A Reference Guide 56)  

I am intrigued by the notion that Shorenstein had difficulty understanding Gabriel’s 
motivation considering that, as demonstrated in his attempts to protect himself 
from institutionalization, his motivations are not altogether distinct from Troy’s. 
His motivations are just voiced through his perspective, which of course is impacted 
by his disability. Shorenstein, in attempting to remove Gabriel, seeks to dismiss his 
experience, which would ultimately erase disability from the narrative of Black 
experience that Wilson was attempting to tell. Moreover, Shorenstein’s efforts to 
remove Gabriel because of the difficulty she has in understanding him signals the 
demands for normalcy in speech to which scholars such as Brenda Jo Bruggeman 
refer. Here we see the impact of the communicative impasse threatening to erase 
the disabled subject. Notably, Wilson fought for Gabriel’s inclusion in spite of his 
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now!” (23) or demands, “Stop all that hollering!” (65). Hambone’s speech acts are 
a function of his disability for which Memphis has little tolerance. 

The reasons for Memphis’s rejection of Hambone are various and troubling. 
Memphis’s ideological differences with Hambone and his dismissal of Hambone’s 
plight lay bare the reality that disabled individuals often confront social exclusion 
in many contexts. Hambone’s forceful recitation of “I want my ham!” reveals the 
ideological fissures within Black communities regarding new directions in the fight 
for justice in the post-Civil Rights era.  Memphis, pessimistic about the possibility 
of achieving racial equality and social justice, sees Hambone as an agitator that 
he attempts to expel from his business. He says as much in a debate with Sterling 
about the meaning of honoring Malcolm X and promoting an ideology of Black 
power. He asserts, “Ain’t no justice. That’s why they got that statue of her [Statue 
of Liberty] blindfolded. Common sense would tell you if anybody need to see she 
do. There ain’t no justice” (Two Trains 42). In this moment, Hambone interrupts 
the scene and declares, “He gonna give me my ham.” Memphis then tells Risa not 
to serve Hambone because he is tired of hearing the phrase. To this, Risa defends 
Hambone by telling Memphis, “He don’t bother nobody” to which Memphis 
responds, “He bother me” (44).  Hambone’s refusal to accept Memphis’s resigned 
position that there “ain’t no justice” runs counter to Memphis’s worldview, and his 
attempt to remove Hambone from his business symbolizes an intolerance for those 
who challenge his philosophy.  

In his social rejection of Hambone, Memphis inadvertently works alongside 
Lutz to progressively disappear Hambone from occupying any meaningful presence 
in the community. Although he is never incarcerated or institutionalized in the 
drama, he experiences a kind of social death that gets magnified by his eventual 
death in the drama.9 It is through Hambone that Wilson explores the ways legacies 
of slavery bear on the lives of those most vulnerable in the post-slavery era in this 
drama. Nirmala Ervelles and Andrea Minear confirm that these histories inform 
the realities of individuals located perilously at the intersections of gender, race, 
and disability. In effect, they are often rendered “non-citizens and (no) bodies” 
(129).  Hambone’s chanting of “I want my ham,” is a call for recognition of his 
rights as a citizen and his demand to be treated with human dignity by being  
 

9   There are many ways Hambone’s character signifies on histories of slavery. His bartering for 
payment through food harkens back to slavery where the enslaved were given food allowances 
instead of money for their labor. We can also read the legacy of slavery on Hambone’s life via his 
status as what Orlando Patterson refers to as a “genealogical isolate” – the status manufactured by 
slave masters to divorce the enslaved from their familial relations and histories. Upon Hambone’s 
death, Holloway explains, “Hambone ain’t had no people. Most anybody know about him is he 
come from Alabama. Don’t nobody even know his right name” (90).

Stacie McCormick

fairly compensated for his work. Lutz’s ability to refuse Hambone’s requests with 
impunity evinces the lack of recourse to justice for individuals like Hambone. 

Like Gabriel, Hambone (to quote Risa) didn’t “bother nobody,” yet he still 
faces efforts to minimize his presence because he does not conform to normative 
expectations of those in power. Wilson portrays Gabriel and Hambone as relatively 
harmless individuals who are viewed as objectionable by simply inhabiting Black 
and disabled bodies. Although Gabriel endures an actual social removal by being 
institutionalized, Hambone, too has been socially rejected by Lutz’s dismissal of his 
claim to his rightful pay and Memphis’s framing of Hambone as a nuisance who is 
“disturbing the peace” of his restaurant and the larger community – similar to the 
charges often leveled against Gabriel.

 Social rejections of Gabriel and Hambone extend beyond the worlds 
of their respective plays. In the critical reception of each character, we can see a 
pervasive dismissal of their importance, as evidenced with a producer attempting 
to remove Gabriel from Fences altogether and critics questioning Hambone’s 
importance. In a behind-the-scenes conflict between August Wilson, director Lloyd 
Richards, and producer Carole Shorenstein, Shorenstein campaigns for Gabriel’s 
removal – something to which Wilson and Richards objected. Sandra Shannon 
explains, 

[Shorenstein], who had invested some $85,000 to bring the play to New 
York,  urged the complete removal of Troy’s brain-damaged brother, 
Gabriel. In addition to her difficulty understanding his motivation 
and significance in the play she feared that his anticlimactic attempt to 
blow the horn, to engage in a light shuffle, and to utter the final words, 
‘That’s the way that go’ (2.5.101) would offend sophisticated Broadway 
audiences. Her apprehensions were heightened because of evidence that 
the play’s ending had drawn laughter and essentially baffled previous 

audiences. (Fences: A Reference Guide 56)  

I am intrigued by the notion that Shorenstein had difficulty understanding Gabriel’s 
motivation considering that, as demonstrated in his attempts to protect himself 
from institutionalization, his motivations are not altogether distinct from Troy’s. 
His motivations are just voiced through his perspective, which of course is impacted 
by his disability. Shorenstein, in attempting to remove Gabriel, seeks to dismiss his 
experience, which would ultimately erase disability from the narrative of Black 
experience that Wilson was attempting to tell. Moreover, Shorenstein’s efforts to 
remove Gabriel because of the difficulty she has in understanding him signals the 
demands for normalcy in speech to which scholars such as Brenda Jo Bruggeman 
refer. Here we see the impact of the communicative impasse threatening to erase 
the disabled subject. Notably, Wilson fought for Gabriel’s inclusion in spite of his 
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wealthy funder’s objections. However, Shorenstein is not alone in seeing Gabriel as 
a distraction in the play. Ray Conlogue, reviewing a 1987 production of the play 
for Globe and Mail, remarks of Gabriel that Wilson has a “dangerous weakness for 
gratuitous, colorful characters that don’t have much to do with the action of the 
play.”  Wilson clearly took great risks (both artistic and financial) in introducing 
Gabriel for audiences who often held one-dimensional views of Black experience. 

Critical reactions to Hambone, too, trend toward disregard. In reviews of 
Two Trains Running between 1991 and 1992, critics expressed frustration with 
Hambone’s character; one review described his performance as schematic and not 
believable (Disch 799), and in others he is reduced to a “symbolic madman” (Rose), 
a metaphorical “hammier” version of Gabriel (Rich) or simply “an idiot” (King). 
In each of these instances, there is little attention to Hambone’s disability or just 
how it bears upon his narrative. He is mostly described as a troubling enigma that 
negatively impacts the play.  

In a 2017 production of Two Trains Running at Jubilee Theatre in Fort Worth, 
TX, which I attended, Hambone hovered along the periphery of the stage – often 
sitting in a booth in Memphis’s restaurant situated away from the prominent bar 
in the center of the stage where most of the characters interacted and financial 
transactions occurred. 

From left: Holloway (Alonzo Waller), Hambone (Jarrett Goer) and Sterling (Sam Henderson in Jubilee 
Theatre’s production of Two Trains Running – Credit: Dallas Morning News

Stacie McCormick

Beyond the few moments when he interacts with Sterling and Risa, Hambone 
usually enters the store with his demand for his ham, receives a plate of food from 
Risa, and goes to the booth to eat. Throughout much of the Jubilee production, he 
occupies this seat while other members of the cast interact with each other. Placing 
him away from the action lessens his impact and has the potential to reinforce 
the notion that he is insignificant. This also reinforces Hambone’s isolation. 
Allison Carey points out that efforts for inclusion of individuals with intellectual 
disabilities within communities occur, but fall short of true inclusion. Many 
disabled individuals report limited social inclusion and engagement with members 
of their communities at large (225). The choice to continually depict Hambone 
eating alone inadvertently illustrates his marginalization within the immediate 
space of Memphis’s restaurant and the larger society beyond this space. 

In spite of the potentially problematic staging choices, critical reviews of 
Hambone were more favorable with Nancy Churnin of Dallas Morning News 
crediting Hambone with articulating a theme of the play as “demanding what you 
deserve and not settling for less.” While it is refreshing to see a review that doesn’t 
question Hambone’s presence in the play, the review itself does not go further 
than this assertion, and the production largely demonstrates a tendency to place 
Hambone on the margins of the drama. 

PERFORMING ANTISPECTACLE 

In spite of attempts to remove, diminish, or theoretically erase them from 
society both within the worlds of their respective plays and in the extra-textual 
world of theatrical reviews and productions, Gabriel and Hambone through 
performance assert themselves as subjects and citizens. As such, their performances 
function as antispectacle. To return to my earlier elaborations on this term: Gabriel 
and Hambone perform antispectacle in the sense that they challenge constructions 
of blackness that don’t account for disability, critique systems of normalcy and 
structures of power through their refusals of erasure.  E. Patrick Johnson makes 
the important point that “[a]lthough useful in deconstructing essentialist notions 
of selfhood, performance must also provide a space for meaningful resistance of 
oppressive systems” (9). Gabriel and Hambone utilize performance in this very 
sense. Having detailed how both characters must contend with numerous attempts 
to remove or diminish them in some form, I now turn to how performance 
provides a means for them to speak back to the systems seeking their containment.  

Because Gabriel’s and Hambone’s narratives do not conform to expected 
representations of Black experience, their inclusion in their respective dramas 
constitutes an unexpected presence and a means to deconstruct essentialist  
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wealthy funder’s objections. However, Shorenstein is not alone in seeing Gabriel as 
a distraction in the play. Ray Conlogue, reviewing a 1987 production of the play 
for Globe and Mail, remarks of Gabriel that Wilson has a “dangerous weakness for 
gratuitous, colorful characters that don’t have much to do with the action of the 
play.”  Wilson clearly took great risks (both artistic and financial) in introducing 
Gabriel for audiences who often held one-dimensional views of Black experience. 

Critical reactions to Hambone, too, trend toward disregard. In reviews of 
Two Trains Running between 1991 and 1992, critics expressed frustration with 
Hambone’s character; one review described his performance as schematic and not 
believable (Disch 799), and in others he is reduced to a “symbolic madman” (Rose), 
a metaphorical “hammier” version of Gabriel (Rich) or simply “an idiot” (King). 
In each of these instances, there is little attention to Hambone’s disability or just 
how it bears upon his narrative. He is mostly described as a troubling enigma that 
negatively impacts the play.  

In a 2017 production of Two Trains Running at Jubilee Theatre in Fort Worth, 
TX, which I attended, Hambone hovered along the periphery of the stage – often 
sitting in a booth in Memphis’s restaurant situated away from the prominent bar 
in the center of the stage where most of the characters interacted and financial 
transactions occurred. 

From left: Holloway (Alonzo Waller), Hambone (Jarrett Goer) and Sterling (Sam Henderson in Jubilee 
Theatre’s production of Two Trains Running – Credit: Dallas Morning News

Stacie McCormick

Beyond the few moments when he interacts with Sterling and Risa, Hambone 
usually enters the store with his demand for his ham, receives a plate of food from 
Risa, and goes to the booth to eat. Throughout much of the Jubilee production, he 
occupies this seat while other members of the cast interact with each other. Placing 
him away from the action lessens his impact and has the potential to reinforce 
the notion that he is insignificant. This also reinforces Hambone’s isolation. 
Allison Carey points out that efforts for inclusion of individuals with intellectual 
disabilities within communities occur, but fall short of true inclusion. Many 
disabled individuals report limited social inclusion and engagement with members 
of their communities at large (225). The choice to continually depict Hambone 
eating alone inadvertently illustrates his marginalization within the immediate 
space of Memphis’s restaurant and the larger society beyond this space. 

In spite of the potentially problematic staging choices, critical reviews of 
Hambone were more favorable with Nancy Churnin of Dallas Morning News 
crediting Hambone with articulating a theme of the play as “demanding what you 
deserve and not settling for less.” While it is refreshing to see a review that doesn’t 
question Hambone’s presence in the play, the review itself does not go further 
than this assertion, and the production largely demonstrates a tendency to place 
Hambone on the margins of the drama. 

PERFORMING ANTISPECTACLE 

In spite of attempts to remove, diminish, or theoretically erase them from 
society both within the worlds of their respective plays and in the extra-textual 
world of theatrical reviews and productions, Gabriel and Hambone through 
performance assert themselves as subjects and citizens. As such, their performances 
function as antispectacle. To return to my earlier elaborations on this term: Gabriel 
and Hambone perform antispectacle in the sense that they challenge constructions 
of blackness that don’t account for disability, critique systems of normalcy and 
structures of power through their refusals of erasure.  E. Patrick Johnson makes 
the important point that “[a]lthough useful in deconstructing essentialist notions 
of selfhood, performance must also provide a space for meaningful resistance of 
oppressive systems” (9). Gabriel and Hambone utilize performance in this very 
sense. Having detailed how both characters must contend with numerous attempts 
to remove or diminish them in some form, I now turn to how performance 
provides a means for them to speak back to the systems seeking their containment.  

Because Gabriel’s and Hambone’s narratives do not conform to expected 
representations of Black experience, their inclusion in their respective dramas 
constitutes an unexpected presence and a means to deconstruct essentialist  
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notions of blackness. Through performance, Gabriel and Hambone are able to 
confront all the ways “black performance (e.g. spirit possession, music, dance, 
speech, etc.) . . . becomes the site at which people and behavior are construed as 
‘spectacles of primitivism’ to justify the colonial and racist gaze” (Johnson 7 – my 
emphasis).10 Seemingly, the eccentric figures of Gabriel and Hambone substantiate 
historic assumptions of Black inferiority and discourses of feeble-mindedness that 
infantilized and discredited Black subjects. Yet, they overturn the expectation that 
they will passively accept their dismissals. They resist easy translations of their 
actions and articulate a Black subjectivity that audiences in many cases reject.  To 
return to the anecdote of Carole Shorenstein attempting to excise Gabriel from 
Fences altogether, it is clear that her conceptions of black experience did not 
account for disability. We see this, too, echoing throughout the critical reception of 
each character in their often being labeled as distractions or inconsequential to the 
plots of the dramas in which they appear.  To that end, their very presence in these 
dramas performs an immediate intervention into the ways the boundaries of Black 
experience have been drawn in popular representations.  

With respect to Gabriel, his howl and song critique systems of normalcy and 
power. For him, the howl is a mode of expression that often figures him as a threat. 
As noted earlier, in the first instance of howling in the play, Gabriel is responding 
to children teasing him. Troy explains, “he was howling and carrying on” (65). 
This act also results in his arrest. Gabriel’s form of speech in this instance lacks 
translatability and defies normative expectations for communication. Instead of 
seeking to understand him, the police arrest him, thereby framing his expression as 
a problem. The next time we see Gabriel howling is at the end of the play after Troy 
has died of a heart attack. Gabriel performs a death ritual granting Troy metaphorical 
entry into heaven. He begins by attempting to blow his trumpet, yet his effort fails. 
Thus, he has to improvise his performance. He begins what is described as a “slow, 
strange dance, eerie and life-giving.” His howl emerges and transforms into song, 
or, as Wilson allows for greater interpretation, “perhaps a song turning itself in an 
attempt at speech” (101).  Notably, Gabriel finishes his performance by declaring 
“That’s the way that go!” which implies a kind of translation. The inscrutability of 
Gabriel’s howling and dance at the play’s end that transforms perhaps into song 
or an attempt at speech performs antispectacle. Particularly with respect to the 
ending, the audience, in an attempt to make meaning of the drama’s conclusion, 
must do so with Gabriel as an interlocutor for the other characters. His cognitive 
disability then demands that audiences participate in making meaning rather than  
 

10   See also Michelle Jarman’s “Coming Up from Underground: Uneasy Dialogues at the Intersections 
of Race, Mental Illness, and Disability Studies.” 

Stacie McCormick

functioning as passive spectators. The emphasis then is not on him as a spectacle 
but on their need to obtain closure while relying on his voice.11 

Gabriel challenges systems of normalcy through his howl and dance while also 
challenging structures of power through song. At various points throughout the 
play, Gabriel sings “Hellhound on My Trail” and is often in pursuit of the “bad 
mens” who come to get him and take him away, referring to the police. This reference 
comes from Robert Johnson’s 1937 blues song of the same name, which deals with 
lynching in Mississippi. Here, Gabriel’s struggle against societal removal is placed 
alongside lynching campaigns of the early 20th century, a history that loomed large 
for the Black subjects of the 1950s setting of the play. Through Gabriel’s blues 
song, Wilson recounts a history of social terror for Black Americans that resonates 
deeply with the disabled and targeted Gabriel. Regarding the blues aesthetic in 
August Wilson’s work, Jay Plum asserts, “For Wilson, the historical knowledge 
provided by the blues is the first step in transcending marginal existence” (563-4).  
Wilson’s deployment of the blues through Gabriel serves as a form of Black radical 
expression that allows Gabriel to keep visible the histories of Black terror alongside 
the terror he faces. 

Hambone, like Gabriel, prompts audiences to engage in acts of translation to 
decipher meaning. His demand “I want my ham” works as a critique on multiple 
levels that again reflects a Black radical aesthetic. His repetition of “I want my 
ham” signifies “a cutting and abundant refusal of closure” (Moten 85).  Hambone’s 
persistent requests for justice reflect the voices of the Black Power and Black Arts 
movements at their height.12 Fred Moten notes that expressions of Black masculinist 
radicalism consistent with this era emerge from a long line of discourse that 
constitutes a matrix of voices “dubbed or overdubbed like a palimpsest” (216-7).  
In this sense, Hambone’s demand, “I want my ham,” is a dubbed and overdubbed 
version of the historical demands for compensation of slave labor that transform 
into reparations and equal opportunity. 

11   James Berger’s theory of the “dys-/disarticulate” informs my analysis. The figure who is dys-/
disarticulate is both severed from the social fabric, silenced and dismissed while at the same 
time blocked from language and confronted with languages impasses, particularly as a result 
of trauma, socio-political silencing, neurological variation, etc. (2).  Berger also asserts that the 
dys-/disarticulate in literature often emerges in historical moments where “representations of 
some figure outside of language will serve as a point of intersection and conflict for the most 
powerful discourses of its time” (13). Notably Berger sees productive possibilities in reading 
disabled characters in the context of metaphor, arguing that metaphor has a great deal of power to 
communicate impasses or gaps in thinking that cannot be resolved in a straightforward manner.  

12   Wilson has often cited Amiri Baraka, a key figure of the Black Arts Movement, as someone who 
has influenced his own aesthetic. Baraka is positioned amongst the four B’s: the blues, Baraka, 
Romare Bearden, and Jorge Luis Borges that Wilson explains inform his work (Heard 223). 
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notions of blackness. Through performance, Gabriel and Hambone are able to 
confront all the ways “black performance (e.g. spirit possession, music, dance, 
speech, etc.) . . . becomes the site at which people and behavior are construed as 
‘spectacles of primitivism’ to justify the colonial and racist gaze” (Johnson 7 – my 
emphasis).10 Seemingly, the eccentric figures of Gabriel and Hambone substantiate 
historic assumptions of Black inferiority and discourses of feeble-mindedness that 
infantilized and discredited Black subjects. Yet, they overturn the expectation that 
they will passively accept their dismissals. They resist easy translations of their 
actions and articulate a Black subjectivity that audiences in many cases reject.  To 
return to the anecdote of Carole Shorenstein attempting to excise Gabriel from 
Fences altogether, it is clear that her conceptions of black experience did not 
account for disability. We see this, too, echoing throughout the critical reception of 
each character in their often being labeled as distractions or inconsequential to the 
plots of the dramas in which they appear.  To that end, their very presence in these 
dramas performs an immediate intervention into the ways the boundaries of Black 
experience have been drawn in popular representations.  

With respect to Gabriel, his howl and song critique systems of normalcy and 
power. For him, the howl is a mode of expression that often figures him as a threat. 
As noted earlier, in the first instance of howling in the play, Gabriel is responding 
to children teasing him. Troy explains, “he was howling and carrying on” (65). 
This act also results in his arrest. Gabriel’s form of speech in this instance lacks 
translatability and defies normative expectations for communication. Instead of 
seeking to understand him, the police arrest him, thereby framing his expression as 
a problem. The next time we see Gabriel howling is at the end of the play after Troy 
has died of a heart attack. Gabriel performs a death ritual granting Troy metaphorical 
entry into heaven. He begins by attempting to blow his trumpet, yet his effort fails. 
Thus, he has to improvise his performance. He begins what is described as a “slow, 
strange dance, eerie and life-giving.” His howl emerges and transforms into song, 
or, as Wilson allows for greater interpretation, “perhaps a song turning itself in an 
attempt at speech” (101).  Notably, Gabriel finishes his performance by declaring 
“That’s the way that go!” which implies a kind of translation. The inscrutability of 
Gabriel’s howling and dance at the play’s end that transforms perhaps into song 
or an attempt at speech performs antispectacle. Particularly with respect to the 
ending, the audience, in an attempt to make meaning of the drama’s conclusion, 
must do so with Gabriel as an interlocutor for the other characters. His cognitive 
disability then demands that audiences participate in making meaning rather than  
 

10   See also Michelle Jarman’s “Coming Up from Underground: Uneasy Dialogues at the Intersections 
of Race, Mental Illness, and Disability Studies.” 
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functioning as passive spectators. The emphasis then is not on him as a spectacle 
but on their need to obtain closure while relying on his voice.11 

Gabriel challenges systems of normalcy through his howl and dance while also 
challenging structures of power through song. At various points throughout the 
play, Gabriel sings “Hellhound on My Trail” and is often in pursuit of the “bad 
mens” who come to get him and take him away, referring to the police. This reference 
comes from Robert Johnson’s 1937 blues song of the same name, which deals with 
lynching in Mississippi. Here, Gabriel’s struggle against societal removal is placed 
alongside lynching campaigns of the early 20th century, a history that loomed large 
for the Black subjects of the 1950s setting of the play. Through Gabriel’s blues 
song, Wilson recounts a history of social terror for Black Americans that resonates 
deeply with the disabled and targeted Gabriel. Regarding the blues aesthetic in 
August Wilson’s work, Jay Plum asserts, “For Wilson, the historical knowledge 
provided by the blues is the first step in transcending marginal existence” (563-4).  
Wilson’s deployment of the blues through Gabriel serves as a form of Black radical 
expression that allows Gabriel to keep visible the histories of Black terror alongside 
the terror he faces. 

Hambone, like Gabriel, prompts audiences to engage in acts of translation to 
decipher meaning. His demand “I want my ham” works as a critique on multiple 
levels that again reflects a Black radical aesthetic. His repetition of “I want my 
ham” signifies “a cutting and abundant refusal of closure” (Moten 85).  Hambone’s 
persistent requests for justice reflect the voices of the Black Power and Black Arts 
movements at their height.12 Fred Moten notes that expressions of Black masculinist 
radicalism consistent with this era emerge from a long line of discourse that 
constitutes a matrix of voices “dubbed or overdubbed like a palimpsest” (216-7).  
In this sense, Hambone’s demand, “I want my ham,” is a dubbed and overdubbed 
version of the historical demands for compensation of slave labor that transform 
into reparations and equal opportunity. 

11   James Berger’s theory of the “dys-/disarticulate” informs my analysis. The figure who is dys-/
disarticulate is both severed from the social fabric, silenced and dismissed while at the same 
time blocked from language and confronted with languages impasses, particularly as a result 
of trauma, socio-political silencing, neurological variation, etc. (2).  Berger also asserts that the 
dys-/disarticulate in literature often emerges in historical moments where “representations of 
some figure outside of language will serve as a point of intersection and conflict for the most 
powerful discourses of its time” (13). Notably Berger sees productive possibilities in reading 
disabled characters in the context of metaphor, arguing that metaphor has a great deal of power to 
communicate impasses or gaps in thinking that cannot be resolved in a straightforward manner.  

12   Wilson has often cited Amiri Baraka, a key figure of the Black Arts Movement, as someone who 
has influenced his own aesthetic. Baraka is positioned amongst the four B’s: the blues, Baraka, 
Romare Bearden, and Jorge Luis Borges that Wilson explains inform his work (Heard 223). 
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Hambone’s speech acts become more enmeshed with rhetorics of Black Power 
in his interaction with Sterling, who aligns most with this movement in the play. 
When Sterling first meets Hambone, he genuinely wants to know what he means 
by exclaiming, “I want my ham!” Holloway, the community’s historian and voice 
of social justice offers a sense of the backstory of Hambone’s and Lutz’s encounter 
but offers no other possible translations for the expression. It is Sterling who aims 
to discern a deeper meaning of Hambone’s call. Initially, Sterling attempts to teach 
Hambone new phrases of the Black Power era such as “United we stand, Divided we 
fall” (64) and “Black is beautiful” (57). Hambone repeats but does not incorporate 
these phrases into his speech. Instead, he returns to reciting “He gonna give me 
my ham” (57). Rather than discontinue communication with Hambone, Sterling 
joins him by infusing chants like “Malcolm lives!” during Hambone’s repetitions. 
Sterling and Hambone’s recursive exchange can be read as a performance of call 
and response that is at once empowering and also tragic.  The chant functions as an 
expression of collectivity, but speaks to the play’s tragedy since the ham causes both 
men’s undoing. Hambone dies in pursuit of it and Sterling risks re-incarceration 
when he breaks into Lutz’s store and steals it on Hambone’s behalf.  

 Beyond Hambone’s chant, his body also performs antispectacle upon his 
death. Under unclear circumstances, Hambone is found dead by his landlady in 
what appears to be a peaceful death. However, West, the funeral director, discloses 
that when he went to retrieve Hambone’s body, it was thoroughly scarred. He says, 
“I ain’t never seen nothing like that. All on his back, his chest . . . his legs” (91). To 
onlookers, the scars on Hambone’s body prove as enigmatic as his words; however, 
both allow for an enactment of recognition that forecloses attempts of individuals 
like Lutz and Memphis to marginalize him. Although the play doesn’t call for the 
audience to witness Hambone’s scarred body (this sub-plot functions diegetically), 
the fact of Hambone’s scarring offers another element of his body speaking the 
terms of the injustice visited upon him and gives a sense of his inner life for which 
his speech does not account. The condition of his deceased body adds yet another 
layer to his critique of the power structures who have denied him rights to fair 
compensation and social recognition as a citizen. 

Through Gabriel’s and Hambone’s performances, we can see how August 
Wilson writes disability into the Black radical tradition as both characters 
reconfigure the aesthetic as a mode of inhabiting and improvising the strictures 
of their social conditions, thereby augmenting cultural scripts of blackness and 

disability.13 They perform antispectacle that deconstructs essentialized notions of 
blackness while also critiquing systems of normalcy and structures of power. In so 
doing, audience members become collaborators rather than passive spectators in 
translating their chants, howls, songs, and gestures as a meaning-making exercise.

CONCLUSION

August Wilson’s depiction of Gabriel’s and Hambone’s experiences of 
being rendered spectacles that must be removed from view and their efforts at 
recognition through their radical performances of self-hood belies and exceeds his 
own definition of spectacle characters. They transcend spectacle by performing 
antispectacle, which opens up new possibilities for understanding the fullness 
of Black experience while at the same time critiquing systems of normalcy and 
power that seek their removal. Their subversive acts of howling, chanting, singing 
and dancing involve audiences in unanticipated ways, a move which turns the 
gaze around and places responsibility on the audience to make meaning of their 
seemingly unintelligible speech acts and their performances more broadly.  

Reading Fences and Two Trains Running through the lens of disability and 
centering the experiences of Gabriel and Hambone brings forth new insights into 
these dramas and offers new paths for reading depictions of disability throughout 
Wilson’s work. Also by situating Gabriel’s and Hambone’s performance within a 
Black radical praxis, it is evident that Wilson breaks ground by articulating a Black 
radical aesthetic through disabled subjects. Together these characters shed light on 
the interlocking oppressions of blackness and disability while also demonstrating 
the power that comes when one demands recognition in the face of erasure. 
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2014.  
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13   For this insight, I am indebted to Fred Moten’s framing in In the Break: The Aesthetics of the 
Black Radical Tradition where he discusses a film produced by the League of Revolutionary Black 
Workers titled Finally Got the News.  Moten notes how their work “reconfigures the aesthetic as 
a mode of inhabiting and improvising that space [in this case, Jameson’s theories in “Cognitive 
Mapping”] that iconically represents a corollary mode of inhabiting and improvising social/
global space” (220-1). Moreover, in her analysis of Octavia Butler’s depiction of disability in her 
novels, Therí Pickens demonstrates the advantage of performing this critical work. She asserts that 
feminist, disability, and black studies are connected enterprises that enable new understandings 
of the relationship between form and content. Doing this work, she argues, allows us to “situate 
ourselves in a critical space where all manner of difference transforms into human variance” (177).
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Hambone’s speech acts become more enmeshed with rhetorics of Black Power 
in his interaction with Sterling, who aligns most with this movement in the play. 
When Sterling first meets Hambone, he genuinely wants to know what he means 
by exclaiming, “I want my ham!” Holloway, the community’s historian and voice 
of social justice offers a sense of the backstory of Hambone’s and Lutz’s encounter 
but offers no other possible translations for the expression. It is Sterling who aims 
to discern a deeper meaning of Hambone’s call. Initially, Sterling attempts to teach 
Hambone new phrases of the Black Power era such as “United we stand, Divided we 
fall” (64) and “Black is beautiful” (57). Hambone repeats but does not incorporate 
these phrases into his speech. Instead, he returns to reciting “He gonna give me 
my ham” (57). Rather than discontinue communication with Hambone, Sterling 
joins him by infusing chants like “Malcolm lives!” during Hambone’s repetitions. 
Sterling and Hambone’s recursive exchange can be read as a performance of call 
and response that is at once empowering and also tragic.  The chant functions as an 
expression of collectivity, but speaks to the play’s tragedy since the ham causes both 
men’s undoing. Hambone dies in pursuit of it and Sterling risks re-incarceration 
when he breaks into Lutz’s store and steals it on Hambone’s behalf.  

 Beyond Hambone’s chant, his body also performs antispectacle upon his 
death. Under unclear circumstances, Hambone is found dead by his landlady in 
what appears to be a peaceful death. However, West, the funeral director, discloses 
that when he went to retrieve Hambone’s body, it was thoroughly scarred. He says, 
“I ain’t never seen nothing like that. All on his back, his chest . . . his legs” (91). To 
onlookers, the scars on Hambone’s body prove as enigmatic as his words; however, 
both allow for an enactment of recognition that forecloses attempts of individuals 
like Lutz and Memphis to marginalize him. Although the play doesn’t call for the 
audience to witness Hambone’s scarred body (this sub-plot functions diegetically), 
the fact of Hambone’s scarring offers another element of his body speaking the 
terms of the injustice visited upon him and gives a sense of his inner life for which 
his speech does not account. The condition of his deceased body adds yet another 
layer to his critique of the power structures who have denied him rights to fair 
compensation and social recognition as a citizen. 

Through Gabriel’s and Hambone’s performances, we can see how August 
Wilson writes disability into the Black radical tradition as both characters 
reconfigure the aesthetic as a mode of inhabiting and improvising the strictures 
of their social conditions, thereby augmenting cultural scripts of blackness and 

disability.13 They perform antispectacle that deconstructs essentialized notions of 
blackness while also critiquing systems of normalcy and structures of power. In so 
doing, audience members become collaborators rather than passive spectators in 
translating their chants, howls, songs, and gestures as a meaning-making exercise.

CONCLUSION

August Wilson’s depiction of Gabriel’s and Hambone’s experiences of 
being rendered spectacles that must be removed from view and their efforts at 
recognition through their radical performances of self-hood belies and exceeds his 
own definition of spectacle characters. They transcend spectacle by performing 
antispectacle, which opens up new possibilities for understanding the fullness 
of Black experience while at the same time critiquing systems of normalcy and 
power that seek their removal. Their subversive acts of howling, chanting, singing 
and dancing involve audiences in unanticipated ways, a move which turns the 
gaze around and places responsibility on the audience to make meaning of their 
seemingly unintelligible speech acts and their performances more broadly.  

Reading Fences and Two Trains Running through the lens of disability and 
centering the experiences of Gabriel and Hambone brings forth new insights into 
these dramas and offers new paths for reading depictions of disability throughout 
Wilson’s work. Also by situating Gabriel’s and Hambone’s performance within a 
Black radical praxis, it is evident that Wilson breaks ground by articulating a Black 
radical aesthetic through disabled subjects. Together these characters shed light on 
the interlocking oppressions of blackness and disability while also demonstrating 
the power that comes when one demands recognition in the face of erasure. 
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